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Unitary patent system: list of judges published, start 
date announced for April 1, 2023

European Patent Office: Montenegro is  
39th member state of the EPC,  

10-day rule apparently to be abolished



There is important news to announce from the Unitary Patent System.
First, an Action Plan was published announcing the start of the unitary pat-
ent system for April 1, 2023. While this was done conditionally, the mere 
fact that such a publication is being made is a clear sign that preparations 
are well underway and thus a commitment to a concrete timetable is being 
made.

The start date of April 1, 2023 means that Germany will deposit its ratifica-
tion at the end of this year and the so-called “sunrise period”, during which, 
among other things, “opt-outs” are already possible,1 is to start from Janu-
ary 1, 2023.

Somewhat surprisingly, it was announced that there will be a new round 
of applications limited to legally qualified judges in order to have judges 
“in reserve” should the group of judges appointed so far turn out to be too 
small. Certainly, the fact that the last round of applications was held sev-
eral years ago and that new, promising judges have joined the ranks since 
then may have played a role in this. 

As announced in the Action Plan, the list of judges was published on Oc-
tober 19, 2022. A total of 34 legally qualified and 51 technically qualified 
judges have been appointed; however, some positions are still vacant.
The Court of First Instance will be chaired by French judge Florence Butin 
(according to the Statute, the first president must be from France), and the 
Court of Appeal will be chaired by Klaus Grabinski, as expected.

A total of twelve German judges with legal qualifications have been ap-
pointed. Germany thus accounts for the largest proportion of judges, more 
than one-third. There are few surprises among the appointees, the only 
one perhaps being the appointment of Prof. Dr. Maximilian Haedicke to the 
Central Chamber in Paris: Prof. Dr. Maximilian Haedicke has worked as a 
judge for several years, but has recently been active mainly as a professor 
in Freiburg. The appointment of Tobias Pichlmaier to the local chamber in 
Munich was perhaps not foreseen, as he was recently the presiding judge 
of an antitrust chamber. 

The appointed German judges are Klaus Grabinski, Patricia Rombach 
(Court of Appeal), Maximilian Haedicke (Central Chamber Paris), Ulrike 
Voß (Central Chamber Munich), Bérénice Thom, Ronny Thomas (Local 
Chamber Düsseldorf), Sabine Klepsch, Stefan Schilling (Local Chamber 
Hamburg), Holger Kircher, Peter Tochtermann (Local Chamber Mannheim) 
and Matthias Zigann and Tobias Pichlmaier (Local Chamber Munich).
Other well-known names are Rian Kalden (Netherlands), who will chair the 
second chamber of the Court of Appeal, Edgar Brinkman (Netherlands, Lo-
cal Chamber The Hague), Florence Butin (France, Central Chamber Paris) 
and Samuel Granata (Belgium, Local Chamber Brussels).

Five of the appointees are contributing to book publications by Prof. Dr. 
Hüttermann. Andreas Hansson, who was appointed as a technical judge, 
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1 Cf our newsletter 4/2022
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Seminar in Zurich/Schlieren

Dr. Ulrich Storz and Dr. Christoph Volp-
ers will be speakers at a seminar in 
Zurich/Schlieren on November 3, 2022, 
on the unitary patent system and 
CoVid19 patenting. The event is free 
of charge. Prior registration at info@
mhpatent.de is requested.

Lecture at the Volkswagen Foundation

Dr. Rolf Claessen will be a speaker at 
an event organized by the Volkswagen 
Foundation (Volkswagen Stiftung) at 
Herrenhausen Castle on November 12, 
2022 on the topic of „Patents, Utility 
Models, Intellectual Property - Legal 
Framework for Successful Transfer 
Management“. Participants include 
numerous rectors of German univer-
sities.

https://www.unified-patent-court.org/news/latest-state-play-view-launch-unified-patent-court
https://www.unified-patent-court.org/news/unified-patent-court-judicial-appointments-and-presidium-elections
https://www.mhpatent.net/app/download/11924076421/Newsletter_4_2022_EN.pdf?t=1658306219
https://www.bio-technopark.ch/events/interne-events/seminar-patentanwaltskanzlei-michalski-huetttermann-partner/
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had already taken over the chapters for Sweden of the book “Unitary 
Patent and Unified Patent Court” in 2016. Judges Voß and Klepsch from 
Düsseldorf, Judge Pichlmaier from Munich and Prof. Dr. Haedicke are 
co-commentators on “Luginbühl/Hüttermann”, the Heymanns commentary 
on the unitary patent system.

European Patent Office:  
Montenegro is 39th member state 
of the EPC, 10-day rule apparently 
to be abolished
Effective October 1, 2022, Montenegro has become a new member state 
of the EPC, meaning that the EPC now comprises 39 member states. Fur-
thermore, the extension agreement with Bosnia-Herzegovina as extension 
state and the validation agreements with Cambodia, Morocco, Republic of 
Moldova and Tunisia as validation states are still in force.

The last state to accede to the EPC was Serbia exactly twelve years ago to 
the day. Accordingly, the European Patent Office enthusiastically celebrat-
ed the accession on its website. 

While of course every additional contracting state strengthens the im-
portance of the European Patent Office, which can only be an advantage 
in disputes, e.g. with the EU,2 the advantage for the users of the patent 
system seems to be manageable in view of the low economic importance 
of Montenegro. Moreover, it seems questionable whether in the foresee-
able future the number of European applications filed by Montenegrin 
applicants per year will exceed one digit; rather, there will be many years 
without a single application.

Even if this has never played a role in concrete disputes, it must be asked 
whether it can be good for users that the countries with noteworthy ap-
plication numbers are now clearly in a numerical minority in the Adminis-
trative Council of the European Patent Organization. Whereas at the be-
ginning six of the seven contracting states had a large number of applica-
tions,3 it would now be possible to organize a majority of countries which 
together have only half the number of applications of Germany. This was 
already the case before Montenegro’s accession, but it further cements 
these developments.

More significant for practice is an announcement that the Administrative 
Council of the European Patent Office apparently intends to abolish the so-
called “10-day rule” under Rule 126 EPC, which assumes service ten days 
after dispatch by the EPO, and instead calculate time limits on the basis of 
the date of dispatch.

2  For example, in the dispute over Rule 28, cf. our Newsletter 4/2020 and 
Hüttermann, Mitt. 2020, 255

3  At the beginning, they were: Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom; only Luxembourg had 
insignificant registration figures.
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Preparation courses for the C- and 
D-part of the European Qualifying  
Examination 

There are still places available for our 
two free two-day preparatory courses 
for the C and D parts of the European 
Qualifying Examination (EQE exam). 
The courses will take place on Thurs-
day/Friday, November 24/25, 2022, 
and Saturday/Sunday, December 
10/11, 2022. Both courses are iden-
tical in content, so attendance at one 
course is sufficient. However, only 
waitlist seats are currently available 
for the December 10-11, 2022 course.

The course content is mainly focused 
on appropriate exam techniques as 
well as strategies to avoid mistakes in 
order to successfully approach the C 
and D part of the EQE exam with these 
skills. We have made the experience 
that well-prepared exam materials 
significantly increase the chances of 
success. Therefore, we want to pro-
vide the participants with the neces-
sary methodological knowledge in this 
course. In this respect, the course is to 
be understood as a supplement to the 
participants‘ own preparation of the le-
gal fundamentals of the EPC. Instead, 
participants will learn how to convert 
their technical knowledge of the EPC 
into as many points as possible for 
passing the C and D parts of the EQE 
examination. The courses take place 
in Düsseldorf at our premises in  
Kaistrasse 16A and are free of charge, 
language is German. Speakers of the 
course are Dr. Torsten Exner, Dipl.-Ing. 
Andreas Gröschel and Prof. Dr. Aloys 
Hüttermann.

Registration is possible (please state 
your full name and employer) at eqe@
mhpatent.de.

https://shop.wolterskluwer-online.de/rechtsgebiete/wirtschaftsrecht/marken-patentrecht/59339000-einheitspatent-und-einheitliches-patentgericht.html
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The rationale is that the EPC should be “adapted to the digital age” and in 
fact Rule 126 is based on the assumption that mailings are delivered by 
post.  

The official announcement on the part of the European Patent Office is still 
pending, as is the concrete form of the new rule. Moreover, this is to come 
into force with effect from November 2023 to give users the opportunity to 
adapt to it. 
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We wish your relatives, employees, col-
leagues and of course yourself all the 
best for the present, still difficult time.
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